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Project Proposal 
Motivation : I lost both my parents back in the year 2000 when I was fourteen 
years old. That was the first and only school year I failed all my exams. My mind 
would wander every time, I was always anxious and unable to focus. I suffered a lot 
from the chronic stress of growing up poor, with no parental care, lack of good 
nutrition and this puts me at a disadvantage. When school resumed the following 
year, I didn’t want to go because I was ashamed of myself. Two months later, I 
changed my mind after reading an inspiring story. I then regained confidence and 
plucked up courage because I also decided to become a motivational speaker and 
the only way to achieve this dream is to pursue my education, succeed and use my 
personal story and experiences to inspire, motivate and reclaim orphans and 
vulnerable children all over the world from despair. Immediately after my admission 
to university, I started the Charles Educating Orphans (CEO) project. I intervene in 
orphanages and poorest public schools in remote regions where my targets are. I 
happened to be selected as Benin delegate in 2015 for the One Young World 
Summit and chosen to share my experiences on stage with the world. I started 
developing a new project ending last year in order to contribute to achieving the 
target 4.7 of SDG Goal 4 stated as follows ''by 2030 ensure all learners acquire 
knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including among 
others through education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, 
human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, 
global citizenship, and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution 
to sustainable development''. I was then looking for impact-led ways and means to 
achieve this when my reading of relatively few studies revealed to me that 
mindfulness and meditation and an environment bringing at risks teenagers to 
interact with people of all walks of life are perfect tools that reduces the negative 
impact of trauma that may potentially have long lasting effects on teenagers dealing 
with real emotional problems since these innocent creatures are my priority 
beneficiaries. I am applying for this grant because the funds will greatly 
complement contributions from other partners for the implementation of the project 
« Peace for a better world days ». Those thousands of disadvantaged teenagers 
also need to develop inner peace for more peaceful and just societies.



Title : Peace for a Better World Days
Category : Peace building
Project Goal / Objective : Goals of the project: -Introduce a new an innovative 
program that meets the social, psychological, emotional and spiritual needs of 
population. - Contribute to achieving the Global Goals; most especially building 
peaceful and just societies. Objectives: - Teach participants how to listen deeply to 
each other and support each other, - Have vulnerable teenagers and even adults 
learn simple ways to handle their strong emotions and difficulties, - Develop 
students' abilities to use mindfulness and meditation to increase attention, working 
memory, cognitive performance and decrease their mind wandering, anxiety - Have 
teachers know how to apply mindful moment into classroom to help reduce the 
number of suspensions. - Develop in workers, even entrepreneurs attitudes to take 
a break from work to meditate,

Target Community : 300 orphans, vulnerable teenagers, teenagers good family 
background, teachers, social workers, local authorities, entrepreneurs and any 
other interested participant that is in our age group.

Target age group : 15-45

Project Description : During the day certified mindfulness and meditation trainers 
will offer a special program of a guided mindful and meditation activity for orphans, 
vulnerable teenagers, teenagers from a good family background, teachers, social 
workers, local authorities and other people from the community at large. The one-
day program in each of the three rural areas is outdoor, enjoying the beautiful 
landscape and nature around Zâ-Kpota, Pèrèrè and Malanville. After all participants 
are in number at 8.30 a.m., organizing team will conduct an orientation with 
question and answers session for 30 minutes. After that, trainers will give 
instructions and introduce participants to basic mindfulness and meditation 
practices for 2 hours. Mindful outdoor plays will follow and last for 1 hour. There will 
be a lunch and rest time which will last for 1,30 minutes. Silence is required and 
trainers will provide techniques to medidate and concentrate while resting. 
Participants will be divided into teams for relaxation exercises during 30 minutes. 
After this, participants will interact, make contacts, get to know one another in a 
friendly atmosphere while having refreshments (45 minutes). Then 25 teams of four 
members each will be formed for the Sustainable Planet Game (2 hours). Another 
recreational time is offered. This time, participants choose the sessions they want: 
football in small groups, story-telling, and other creative activities suggested by 
participants. The program offer a joyful and meaningful time during the whole day. 
Teenagers have an opportunity to form deep friendships and hang out with others 
from different backgrounds. Together, we create a safe, nourishing atmosphere 
where everyone feels free to be themselves, accepted just a they are. The first day 
will be held at Zâ-kpota in the last week of July. The second at Pèrèrè in the last 
week of August and the third and last one in the last week of September.



Budget File : View

What do you understand by mindfulness and meditation? :
Mindfulness is about noticing. Noticing our breathing. Noticing how our emotions 
manifest in our body. The essence of mindfulness is just tolerating experiencing 
sensations that come into our body, other than trying to get them to stop 
immediately. Mindfulness has an immediate intuitive appeal in a world that’s more 
distracting and fast-moving than ever before. Whereas meditation is focusing on a 
subject matter and draw all over attention on it. It is carried out in a calm and if 
possible remote environment free from noise and where one can only hear trees, 
birds and feel the nature itself.

How will mindfulness or meditation practice enhance your project? (100 
words) :
Mindfulness and meditation are vital for the project. Personally, it will help me and 
my team members be stronger and more creative in sustaining the project for 
years. Participants, mostly from poor backgrounds, teens and adults, will notice 
change i their ways of viewing issues they face, how to handle them calmly and 
share human values around them. Launching this project will create awareness on 
the tremendous benefits of mindfulness and meditation in the communities where it 
is planned and in the country in general.

Does your project have any prospective partner? If yes, in what field? :
Prospective partners for this project are diverse. We have the local office of Unicef 
which has already approved the project and found it very innovative and of great 
benefit for orphans and vulnerable children which made of their target. The Ministry 
of education sees it as a tool to keep teachers healthy so that they yield positive 
results in school settings. A local community, Zâ-Kpota is ready to support 
accommodation fees for trainers and organizing team members. In each one of the 
area where the project will be executed, the Benin Scout association and the Red 
Cross are providing 5 volunteers each for activities guiding. We then have 30 
volunteers which make the team 35 in number. An environment-friendly water 
company is providing us with recyclable bottle waters.

How does your project benefit the local community? 200 words
Mots of Benin's towns are rural areas. Teenagers in those are are mostly from 
disadvantaged backgrounds. Orphaned teenagers are in considerable numbers 
and this environment causes chronic stress and trauma. School performances are 
down and we need to use mindfulness and meditation as tools to balance their life. 
Moreover, teachers will understand the importance of these techniques in school 
environment and be able to introduce relaxation moments in classwork. At large, 
communities will benefit because everybody be from poor or rich background will 
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have inner peace, show it outside in their environment and violence, conflicts and 
unrest situation will disappear.

Team Size
35

How will the information about your project be disseminated? Any 
publicity / media strategy
A special website will be designed for the project along with a facebook page, 
twitter handle, youtube and instagram. The launching will be announced on social 
media, in newspapers and presentations will be made on local radios. During the 
project, journalists and web activists will cover activities and interview trainers, 
organizers and participants and broadcast it. Every moments will be instantly 
shared on facebook, twitter, instagram by community managers among the 
volunteers. We will also have stories shared in newspapers and on the net. After 
the three days are completed, a video summarizing moments of the project will be 
edited and shared on youtube and instagram. We won't stop there. Since the 
project is initiated to run annually, we will maintain communication on social media 
in order to keep in the mindful of the next editions.

Any prospects of project continuity after grant fund is exhausted?
The Global Goals are to be achieved by 2030. This project is a mean that 
contributes to this mission in so far as it fits in SDG 4 (education), 3 (Well-being and 
health), 16 (peaceful and just societies) and 17 (partnerships for achieving the 
SDGs). Using Mindfulness and meditation to build healthy people from all walks of 
life so that they become active citizens continuously creating peaceful and just 
societies. The project will be organized on an annual basis. Other regions will be 
targeted for more people to benefit from it. The best practices and stories will serve 
to drive in more financial partners. Especially, a fundraising strategy will be initiated 
to make sure that at least minimum funds exist. This will consist in, among others, 
printing shirts with peace messages and sell them out all year round.

Team Contacts :
Name : Mahoussi Eve
Phone: +22966066262
Email: evedeluxe19@gmail.com

Name : Ehou Salvador
Phone: +22997168770
Email: salvador.ehou@yahoo.fr


